Sew Déjà vu - Judy Phillips

5 Chic and Quick Bags (Tiger Lily Press)
To Register: https://muttonhillquilts.submittable.com/submit/9b1b8676-1844-4867-aa838a29a629a858/5-chic-and-quick-bags-tiger-lily-press
Description: Students will learn a basic zipper, how to quilt your fabric and simple bag construction. Students
will complete several bags, and be able to finish others at home. A great Christmas gift!
Length: 5 hours (2 sessions)
Hand/Machine: machine
Skill Level: Confident beginner
Total Cost (Class + Kit): $105
Day/Time: Friday, 1-4 and 5-7
Room: OMNOVA-A
Kit Cost: $40
Kit Description: Fabric, interfacing, fusible fleece, zippers (for 5 bags) and pattern. Also includes pattern ease
for tracing pattern and basting tape for zipper installation.
Student to Bring: Basic sewing supplies, rotary mat, cutter and a 6” x 24” ruler. A smaller ruler is helpful.
Instructor Bio: Sew Deja Vu opened its doors in fall of 2012 to meet the needs of sewing enthusiast and
quilters in the Hudson, Ohio area. Our mission is to create confidence in sewers of all levels and to provide
superior and trendy fabrics to our customers.
Owner Judy Phillips loves working with beautiful fabric, sharing her passion for sewing with others and
watching their creativity bloom. Her staff consists of experienced sewers and quilters who all share a
commitment to first-class customer service.
At Sew Deja Vu, you may come in a customer, but you'll leave a friend!

Skill Level Definitions:
Beginner- An easy project suitable for a quilter just starting out. To build quilting skills, good beginner skills include basic
seaming, 4-Patch squares, and other simple piecing projects
Intermediate- An intermediate quilter may have mastered more skills than a beginner or novice but still not be ready for
advanced quilting techniques. Some intermediate quilting skills include simple free-motion quilting, piecing, and needleturn applique work.
Advanced- Advanced quilting techniques include needle-turn applique work, curved piecing, feathers, and complicated
free-motion quilting. Advanced quilters may also be ready to design their own quilts or work free-hand on more
complicated designs.

